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QUESTION 1
A healthcare company stores highly sensitive patient records. Compliance requires that multiple copies be stored in
different locations Each record must be stored for 7 years. The company has a service level agreement (SLA) to provide
records to government agencies immediately for the first 30 days and then within 4 hours of a request thereafter. What
should a solutions architect recommend?
A. Use Amazon S3 with cross-Region replication enabled After 30 days, transition the data to Amazon S3 Glacier using
lifecycle policy
B. Use Amazon S3 with cross-origin resource sharing (CORS) enabled. After 30 days, transition the data to Amazon S3
Glacier using a lifecycle policy.
C. Use Amazon S3 with cross-Region replication enabled After 30 days, transition the data to Amazon S3 Glacier Deep
Achieve using a lifecycle policy
D. Use Amazon S3 with cross-origin resource sharing (GORS) enabled After 30 days, transition the data to Amazon S3
Glacier Deep Archive using a lifecycle policy
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 2
A company is planning to migrate a commercial off-the-shelf application from its on-premises data center to AWS. The
software has a software licensing model using sockets and cores with predictable capacity and uptime requirements.
The company wants to use its existing licenses, which were purchased earlier this year. Which Amazon EC2 pricing
option is the MOST cost-effective?
A. Dedicated Reserved Hosts
B. Dedicated On-Demand Hosts
C. Dedicated Reserved Instances
D. Dedicated On-Demand Instances
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 3
A company runs a stateless web application in production on a group of Amazon EC2 On- Demand
Instances behind an Application Load Balancer. The application experiences heavy usage during an 8hour period each
business day.
Application usage is moderate and steady overnight Application usage is low during weekends.
The company wants to minimize its EC2 costs without affecting the availability of the application.
Which solution will meet these requirements?
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A. Use Spot Instances for the entire workload.
B. Use Reserved instances for the baseline level of usage Use Spot Instances for any additional capacity that the
application needs.
C. Use On-Demand Instances for the baseline level of usage. Use Spot Instances for any additional capacity that the
application needs
D. Use Dedicated Instances for the baseline level of usage. Use On-Demand Instances for any additional capacity that
the application needs
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 4
A company that operates a web application on premises is preparing to launch a newer version of the application on
AWS. The company needs to route requests to either the AWS-hosted or the on-premiseshosted application based on
the URL query string. The on-premises application is not available from the internet, and a VPN connection is
established between Amazon VPC and the company\\'s data center. The company wants to use an Application Load
Balancer (ALB) for this launch.
Which solution meets these requirements?
A. Use two ALBs: one for on-premises and one for the AWS resource. Add hosts to each target group of each ALB.
Route with Amazon Route 53 based on the URL query string.
B. Use two ALBs: one for on-premises and one for the AWS resource. Add hosts to the target group of each ALB.
Create a software router on an EC2 instance based on the URL query string.
C. Use one ALB with two target groups: one for the AWS resource and one for on premises. Add hosts to each target
group of the ALB. Configure listener rules based on the URL query string.
D. Use one ALB with two AWS Auto Scaling groups: one for the AWS resource and one for on premises. Add hosts to
each Auto Scaling group. Route with Amazon Route 53 based on the URL query string.
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 5
A company hosts its application in the AWS Cloud. The application runs on Amazon EC2 instances behind an Elastic
Load Balancer in an Auto Scaling group and with an Amazon DynamoDB table. The company wants to ensure the
application can be made available in another AWS Region with minimal downtime What should a solutions architect do
to meet these requirements with the LEAST amount of downtime?
A. Create an Auto Scaling group and a load balancer in the disaster recovery Region. Configure the DynamoDB table
as a global table. Configure DNS failover to point to the new disaster recovery Region\\'s load balancer.
B. Create an AWS Cloud Formation template to create EC2 instances, load balancers, and DynamoDB tables to be
executed when needed. Configure DNS failover to point to the new disaster recovery Region\\'s toad balancer.
C. Create an AWS CloudFormation template to create EC2 instances and a load balancer to be executed when needed.
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Configure the DynamoDB table as a global table. Configure DNS failover to point to the new disaster recovery
Region\\'s load balancer.
D. Create an Auto Scaling group and load balancer in the disaster recovery Region. Configure the DynamoDB table as
a global table Create an Amazon CloudWatch alarm to trigger an AWS Lambda function that updates Amazon Route 53
pointing to the disaster recovery load balancer.
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 6
A company is migrating a NoSQL database cluster to Amazon EC2. The database automatically replicates data to
maintain at least three copies of the data I/O throughput of the servers is the highest priority. Which instance type
should a solutions architect recommend for the migration?
A. Storage optimized instances with instance store
B. Burstable general purpose instances with an Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS) volume
C. Memory optimized instances with Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS) optimization enabled
D. Compute optimized instances with Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS) optimization enabled
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 7
A company provides a three-tier web application to its customers Each customer has an AWS account in which the
application is deployed, and these accounts are members of the company\\'s organization in AWS Organizations To
protect its customers\\' AWS accounts and applications the company wants to monitor them for unusual and unexpected
behavior The company needs to analyze and monitor customer VPC Flow Logs. AWS CloudTrail logs, and DNS logs
What should a solutions architect do to meet these requirements?
A. Designate an account in the organization as the AWS Shield master account Enable Shield and Shield logs in every
account, and invite the accounts to join the Shield master account Analyze Shield findings m the Shield master account
B. Designate an account in the organization as the Amazon GuardDuty master account Enable GuardDuty in every
account and invite the accounts to join the GuardDuty master account Analyze GuardDuty findings in the GuardDuty
master account
C. Designate an account in the organization as the AWS WAF master account Enable AWS WAF and AWS WAF logs
in every account and invite the accounts to join the AWS WAF master account Analyze AWS WAF logs in the AWS
WAF master account
D. Designate an account in the organization as the AWS Resource Access Manager (AWS RAM) master account
Enable AWS RAM in every account, and invite the accounts to join the AWS RAM master account Analyze AWS RAM
logs in the AWS RAM master account
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 8
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A company needs to comply with a regulatory requirement that states all emails must Pe stored and archived externally
for 7 years. An administrator has created compressed email files on premises and wants a managed service to transfer
the files to AWS storage. Which managed service should a solutions architect recommend?
A. Amazon Elastic File System (Amazon EPS)
B. Amazon S3 Glacier
C. AWS Backup
D. AWS Storage Gateway
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 9
An ecommerce company is running a multi-tier application on AWS. The front-end and backend tiers run on Amazon
EC2, and the database runs on Amazon RDS for MYSQL. The backend tier communities with the RDS instance. There
are frequent calls to return identical database from the database that are causing performance slowdowns.
Which action should be taken to improve the performance of the backend?
A. Implement Amazon SNS to store the database calls.
B. Implement Amazon ElasticCache to cache the large database.
C. Implement an RDS for MySQL read replica to cache database calls.
D. Implement Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose to stream the calls to the database.
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 10
A company has a web application with sporadic usage patterns. There is heavy usage at the beginning of each month,
moderate usage at the start of each week, and unpredictable usage during the week. The application consists of a web
server and a MySQL database server running inside the data center. The company would like to move the application to
the AWS Cloud, and needs to select a cost-effective database platform that will not require database modifications.
Which solution will meet these requirements?
A. Amazon DynamoDB
B. Amazon RDS for MySQL
C. MySQL-compatible Amazon Aurora Serverless
D. MySQL deployed on Amazon EC2 in an Auto Scaling group
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 11
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A company must migrate 20 TB of data from a data center to the AWS Cloud within 30 days. The company\\'s network
bandwidth is limited to 15 Mbps and cannot exceed 70% utilization. What should a solutions architect do to meet these
requirements?
A. Use AWS Snowball.
B. Use AWS DataSync.
C. Use a secure VPN connection.
D. Use Amazon S3 Transfer Acceleration.
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 12
A company observes an increase in Amazon EC2 costs in its most recent bill. The billing team notices unwanted vertical
scaling of instance types for a couple of EC2 instances. A solutions architect needs to create a graph comparing the last
2 months of EC2 costs and perform an in-depth analysis to identity the root cause of the vertical scaling. How should the
solutions architect generate the information with the LEAST operational overhead?
A. Use AWS Budgets to create a budget report and compare costs based on instance types.
B. Use Cost Explorer\\'s granular filtering feature to perform an in-depth analysis of EC2 costs based on instance types.
C. Use graphs from the AWS Billing and Cost Management dashboard to compare EC2 costs based on instance types
for the least 2 months.
D. Use AWS Cost and Usage Report to create a report and send it to an Amazon S3 bucket. Use Amazon QuickSight
Amazon S3 as a source to generate an interactive graph based on instance types.
Correct Answer: C
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/view-billing-dashboard.html
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